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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Advocates for Families First was formed as a partnership by the North
American Council on Adoptable Children, Generations United and the
National Foster Parent Association.
The partners engaged the Communications Consortium Media Center
(CCMC) in early 2014 to analyze media coverage and images of foster,
adoptive, kin and grand families touched by child welfare systems.
This report goes beyond the original scope of work and includes a mapping
of previous studies of media coverage of the issues and needed actions for
to correct past negative stereotyping. It concludes with recommendations.
Previous Studies: Two surveys of public attitudes and media coverage in
2005 by the National Center for Youth Law painted a grim picture of the
public view of foster care and of its negative media stereotyping.
The authors found that while coverage in newspapers and magazines was
generally even-handed, with many positive portrayals, mainstream
Hollywood movies, television and popular novels tended to depict uncaring
or abusive foster parents and suffering children.
The resulting negative image of the field “stigmatizes both foster children
and foster parents and severely undercuts efforts to recruit qualified foster
parents,” the report said.
The image has also hampered advocates’ effort to change federal and state
governance and funding policies for the better.
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Recent Developments: Several projects in the past decade have tried to
improve news coverage and the public image of the field, but CCMC’s
analysis of current coverage shows that despite some improvement,
negative stereotyping continues strong in entertainment programming.
News coverage, while still more even-handed than other media, tilts
negatively in its focus on child deaths and high-profile lawsuits.
Understanding Media: Two decades of research on the human brain and
human development have found that people come to understand the world
through the use of “frames” or mental structures of values and previous
knowledge that let them classify or “file” incoming information.
Most critical are moral values that, when triggered by a word or phrase, tend
to shut down further analysis and trump any contrary facts. These “default
modes” have in the past filed any references to foster care in a negative
frame.
The challenge in improving the image of foster/adoptive/kinship/grand
families will be to move people from their negative default mode into a new
and positive frame or to reframe the images of foster care altogether. The
first step in this process is to assess the current media environment and
coverage.
Media analysis: CCMC identified and analyzed 32 Hollywood movies since
the 2005 National Center for Youth Law survey; four top social media sites;
65 items on network television and cable news; targeted entertainment TV
programs; 115 stories from the top ten newspapers in terms of circulation; a
random sample of 85 stories (from over 450) from smaller newspapers; 28
stories from wire services and 20 stories on National Public Radio (NPR).
CCMC also did a big-picture trend analysis through a LexisNexis search using
its new “content analyzer.” Stories were grouped into four categories based
on their tone: positive, negative, mixed and neutral.
Current newspaper coverage continued more even-handed than film and TV
images, with some newspapers more positive than others. Stories tended to
be event-driven, concerning Supreme Court or other court cases, major film
debuts and issues in the news, such as marriage equality, as they related to
foster care. Movies looked more at adoption than at foster care, while TV
dramas tended to depict abuse of children by criminal foster or adoptive
parents; most were very negative in tone.
Some coverage showed foster parents in a positive light but highlighted
flaws in the child care “system.” One positive show was The Fosters, an
ABC-Disney Family Channel hit involving a foster/adoptive family.
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The foster care field has a large and generally positive presence on social
media sites (Twitter, Facebook, YouTube and Pinterest), mostly from
advocacy groups, service providers or parent organizations.
Recommendations: A sustained, multi-faceted, proactive and coordinated
campaign is needed to reverse negative stereotyping that is affecting public
attitudes and child welfare policymakers. Advocates for Families First need
to cultivate journalists and build greater awareness of the positive stories of
real foster/adoptive/kinship/grand families that can ease recruitment and
spur policy change. Activists will need to become strong “watch dogs” of
media coverage by tracking likely major stories involving child deaths,
lawsuits and movies or TV shows about foster/adoptive care and responding
quickly to them. They will need to cultivate national wire service journalists
and other reporters, editors and editorial boards, holding regular briefings,
establishing personal relationships and perhaps sponsoring educational
handbooks, training sessions or other capacity-building efforts.
Most critically, leaders should hold a special message-development session
as a prelude to a large public awareness/education campaign and
subsequent media monitoring. Messages should be crafted to appeal to
positive values, offer solutions to problems, give people something to do and
anticipate attacks, among other things. Additional care should ensure that
advocacy and other involved groups actually use the new messages.
The education campaign should follow the maxims that every child matters;
stories should be personal; positive impacts grab attention; negative
impacts drive action; and results matter far more than efforts. The
“complain and compliment” strategy can be effective with media, as other
groups have done in the past through license challenges, boycotts and
lawsuits on the one hand while giving awards for positive coverage on the
other.
It is past time for foster/adoptive/kinship/grand families to raise their voices
and tell the media that their reality is one of proud, loving, caring families
who have opened their hearts and their homes to the nation’s most
vulnerable children and teens. This picture can and should become the public
image of the field, creating the necessary foundation for regulatory and
policy change and greater financial support.
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If more positive stories of foster families are told in the media, then the
public’s perception of foster children [and parents] will change. Once this
happens, surely more families will be willing to offer foster children the love
and support that every child deserves. Then neither the system – not the
children who live in it – will be so broken.
- Rob Woronoff, Executive Producer, Defining Media
Under grants from the Annie E. Casey
and Dave Thomas foundations and the
Jim Casey Youth Opportunity Initiative,
a network of advocates formed
Advocates for Families First, a
collaboration of the North American
Council on Adoptable Children,
Generations United and the National
Foster Parent Association (the Advocates).
They have put forward a set of media
and information activities that involves:
Assessing the current state of media (including social media)
coverage of foster care and kinship care, including key
messages and themes. We will contract with a media specialist to
analyze the public perception of families that foster children in the care
of public child welfare agencies and those raising their relatives’
children. Understanding the correlation between public perceptions and
the care of children who have been abused and neglected is necessary
to find the keys to changing or enhancing support for foster and
kinship families.
Outcome: A written analysis of current media themes, priorities, and
common negative and positive messages, including messages that
may be most effective in recruiting new families. Information will be
posted on the website and shared with the network of more than 250
support organizations and with our national advocacy partners.
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The Advocates engaged the Communications
Consortium Media Center (CCMC) to develop a
scope of work for the activities described above so
that a report could be shared with a larger
leadership group as a part of the planning phase
for a larger collaborative on foster, adoptive,
kinship and grand families.

This report includes a short history of
previous media analyses; the challenges
we face in correcting past negative
stereotyping of
foster/adoptive/kinship/grand families; a
snapshot of 2013 media coverage,
including news stories, entertainment programs, social media and public
service advertising; possible strategies for change; and a list of useful
resources.
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Nine years ago, the National Center for Youth Law (NCYL) issued a two-part
series on foster parents. Part One was titled Foster Parents: Who Are They
and What Are Their Motivations? and Part Two was called Foster Parents:
Reality v. Perception. These reports painted a rather grim picture of both
unfavorable public opinion and negative stereotyping in the media of the
foster care system and its parents, children and young people.
The series explored the ways that foster parents are portrayed in the media
and how that shapes public perceptions of foster parents. The authors noted
that nearly 25 years ago, the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services observed:
“…the negative descriptions of the child welfare system and
occasionally of foster parents that appear in the media have left the
general public with a poor perception of foster parenting. These
perceptions may affect recruitment efforts as well as making current
foster parents feel devalued and sometimes suspect in the eyes of
others.”
This 2005 NCYL report featured research findings from newspapers,
magazines, mainstream Hollywood movies, television and popular novels.
The authors found:
“…newspaper and magazine coverage to be generally evenhanded, and
containing a high percentage of positive portrayals. …Television, with
its penchant for crime dramas like “Law and Order” and “CSI,”
generally portrays foster parents as malevolent. Hollywood movies and
popular literature consistently pit an abusive or uncaring foster parent
against child protagonists.”
NCYL concluded with a grim forecast: “This negative image stigmatizes both
foster children and foster parents and severely undercuts efforts to recruit
qualified foster parents.”
In the past decade, many things have changed in the world of digital media,
but much has stayed the same, especially in the negative stereotyping of
foster/adoptive/kinship families.
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We now know that these negative images affect more than just recruitment
efforts. Renewed attempts to change federal and state policies to reduce the
need for group and institutional placements are being hampered by
policymakers, judges and public child welfare agency managers who express
concern about the quality of foster family homes and the motives of foster
parents.
To help fix this situation, NCYL authors Bill Grimm and Julian Darwall made
this recommendation:
“Convincing reporters, writers and producers to paint a more unbiased
view of foster children and parents will require a sustained campaign.
Armed with the observations in this article, we hope that advocates
will begin that effort by talking with reporters in their communities,
meeting with editorial boards, and contacting Hollywood writers and
producers, urging them to advance more stories about foster children
who have grown up to become productive, successful adults – not in
spite of their foster parents, but because of them.”
Over the past decade, a number of media projects have been launched to
improve news coverage and track the image of foster/adoptive/kinship
parents, children and young people. These include:
Fostering Media Connections, founded in 2006 by Daniel
Heimpel. Its mission is to harness the power of journalism
and media to drive public and political will toward changes in
policy and practice to improve the well-being of children
experiencing foster care. Its work includes programs that
train future journalists, policy-makers and social workers to
be change agents, and to empower fostered young people to
tell their stories.
Foster Focus Magazine, founded in 2011 as a for-profit group
by Chris Chmielewski. This monthly publication deals
exclusively and entirely with the foster care industry, offering
seven monthly feature sections: Anonymous Faces, Ask a Pro,
Editor’s Notes, Family Adventures, Guest Speaker, What Do
They DO? A nonprofit profile, Alumni Perspectives and
Lawmakers.
Adoption at the Movies, a blog started in 2012 by Addison
Cooper, a licensed social worker in Missouri and California.
This interactive online effort aims to help foster, adoptive
and pre-adoptive families start important conversations
about adoption-related issues, using films as bridges.
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Attempting Agape, a blog run by a single foster mother
describing her experiences as a short- and long-term
foster parent. She has regular guest bloggers and links
to nearly 50 related blogs.
The Donaldson Adoption Institute was established in
1996 as an independent adoption research and policy
organization that addresses the needs of all those
touched by adoption – first/birth parents, adoptees
and adoptive parents. It is run by former journalist
and author Adam Pertman and focuses on a range of
issues including a curriculum to promote positive
identity in adopted children.

These newer groups working on improving images in the media join others
that have a history of more than 20 years of work on issues related
foster/adoptive/kinship families, including:
Children’s Action Network (CAN), founded in the
early 1990s and run by Executive Director
Jennifer Perry. It uses the power of the
entertainment
community
to
increase
awareness about children’s issues and to make
them a top priority in everyday life. CAN’s work
includes providing scholarships for adopted and
foster children and producing documentaries
and exhibits on the adoptive and foster care experience. An annual
CAN program for CBS, A Home for the Holidays, features foster,
adoptive and kinship families. CAN is about to announce a partnership
with Disney and others around destigmatizing kids in foster care with a
series of PSAs, new social media platforms and other activities. The
campaign will highlight May as Foster Care Month, starting in 2014.
Dave Thomas Foundation for Adoption, established in
1992 by Wendy’s founder Dave Thomas and now run by
President and CEO Rita Soronen. Its mission is to
dramatically increase the number of adoptions of waiting
children in North America’s foster system. Wendy’s
announced on March 20, 2014, a year-long marketing
program to “bring voice and tell the story of foster care
adoption.” The campaign will include television advertising, a video
series called “In Their Own Words,” a new internet hub and more.
11

A few years ago, the Entertainment Industries Council
and the National Broadcasters Association hosted a
meeting supported by Casey Family Programs called
Picture This: Foster Care. Participants included many of
Hollywood’s top writers and producers joined by experts
in the field. An excellent report was prepared as a guide
for key issues in foster care as identified by experts,
advocates, policy-makers and others working to improve
the image and public awareness of foster care, and can
be useful tool for future media reform activities.
Representatives from both Generations United and the
National Foster Parent Association attended the meeting and may have more
details about the session.
Despite many promising efforts and successes, CCMC’s analysis indicates
limited enduring improvements. Negative stereotyping continues in
entertainment programming, and news coverage tilts toward negative
stories, especially when a child dies or there are high- profile lawsuits. This
has not changed in the past ten years.
Given the updated assessment of the media landscape, outlined below,
CCMC agrees with authors Grimm and Darwall that to see significant
improvement, “a sustained campaign will be required on the part of leading
advocates” who will challenge, cajole, compliment, criticize and “chomp at
the bit” until changes are made in the ways foster families are portrayed in
entertainment media, covered by news outlets and described in postings on
social media.

“A sustained campaign will be
required on the part of leading
advocates”
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In the late 1980s, the National Institutes of Health supported research on
the human brain and human development. This research spurred the
Carnegie Corporation and others to connect brain development with early
education. Efforts to link the findings to public policy included a White House
conference on brain research that featured a number of leading cognitive
linguists who delved deeper into how our brains process information.
A concept of “framing” emerged that has since led to numerous approaches
to developing messages for issue campaigns. Several research organizations
and think tanks have been formed to examine the connection between the
workings of the human brain and how best to frame messages around public
policy issues. These groups include the Berkeley Media Studies Group,
Frameworks Institute and Rockridge Institute, as well as UCLA, Yale,
Georgetown, and the University of Southern California.
A leading cognitive linguist is George Lakoff, who reminds audiences:
“Words activate frames. That's why words are so important. A single
word can activate not only the defining frame, but also the system its
defining frame is in. The system of frames has, at the top, moral
frames, so if you make any proposal that is social or political, the
assumption is that you're doing it because it's ‘right.’ Whatever you do,
don't try to dismantle common myths about such and such with a
rational argument. It's worse than ineffective. It's shooting yourself in
the foot because in stating their frame, you reinforce it.”
Lori Dorfman, director of the Berkeley Media Studies Group, describes the
process this way: “Frames are mental structures that help people
understand the world, based on particular cues from outside themselves that
activate assumption and values they hold within themselves.”
She uses the following example to demonstrate the power of frames by
asking: “What do you think is the text of the following phrase?”
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People’s knowledge of the alphabet and language leads them to believe the
words are “FOSTER PARENT.”
But if we show that that “No, it’s not…., it’s:”

This example shows that our brains are trained to respond to seemingly
familiar information with a “default mode” reaction.
Our big challenge in improving the image of foster/adoptive/kinship/grand
families will be to move people from their default mode, which is likely
negative, into a new and positive frame, or to reframe the pictures/frames of
foster care altogether.
A first step in message development to improve the image and coverage of
foster/adoptive/kinship families is to assess the current media environment
and coverage of the issues.

“Most critical are moral values that,
when triggered by a word or phrase,
tend to shut down further analysis and
trump any contrary facts. These “default
modes” have in the past filed any
references to foster care in a negative
frame.”
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Methodology:

CCMC’s research team used as a guide the 2005 report by the National
Center on Youth Law: Foster Parents: Who Are They? Reality v. Perception,
Part II. The NCYL report reviewed Hollywood movies, television, popular
fiction, newspapers and magazines.
For our report, CCMC reviewed Hollywood movies, entertainment
programming and social media sites; network television and cable news;
115 stories from the top ten newspapers, as posted on their websites; a
randomly selected set of 85 stories from mid-sized and smaller media
outlets, chosen from a universe of 425 stories of 500 words or more as
monitored in CCMC’s daily tracking service called Children-FamilyCommunity; and stories from top wire services (AP and Reuters) and
National Public Radio. We also did a bigger-picture media trend analysis
through a LexisNexis search using its new “content analyzer.”
Generally, local television news coverage follows newspaper stories. Thus,
many of the narratives described in this study are based on news and
feature articles. An assumption can be made that much of the local TV
stories follow earlier newspaper coverage, especially around breaking news.
In all, we have reviewed a sample of 315 representative media stories,
transcripts and impressions. With LexisNexis search capabilities, we used
1,550 items as a base for our trend analysis.

Overall Findings
A snapshot of media images and coverage of foster/adoptive/kinship families
in 2013 and early 2014 shows:
•

As with newspaper coverage in 2005, current coverage continued to be
more evenhanded than film and TV images and contained an equal
proportion of positive portrayals. However, this depended upon the
outlet. In 2013, The Washington Post coverage tended to be positive
while the Los Angeles Times tended to be consistently negative.
15

•

Feature news stories on foster care often followed other social issues
in the news. For example, with expanded coverage of marriage
equality debates, stories about LGBT parents appeared in many of
these outlets.

•

National stories published on the newswires, national television and
cable news networks tended to concern either Supreme Court cases,
investigative reports or the debut of major films on related subjects,
such as Short Term 12.

•

Hollywood movies tended to have more themes about adoption than
about foster care, while television dramas and crime shows tended to
be more about foster care.

•

The new prime time drama show The Fosters is a runaway hit on the
ABC-Disney Family Channel. The main characters are adolescents and
their mothers who live in a foster/adoptive family. Story lines are
positive and regularly feature insights into the operations of the foster
care and juvenile justice systems. As of March 2014, The Fosters has
1.8 million likes on Facebook and 200,000 Twitter followers.

•

Foster care and adoption themes continued to be most common on
crime and medical dramas, both new shows and reruns, including Law
and Order, the Wire and Major Crimes.

•

A sustained, multi-faceted, pro-active coordinated campaign will be
needed to reverse negative stereotypes, cultivate journalists, scrub the
internet and build on the positive personal stories of foster, adoptive,
kinship and grand-families in order to have the positive impact that is
possible and needed for easier recruitment and policy change.

The Big Picture:
A search was conducted on LexisNexis to determine the number of articles
with more than 500 words available in U.S. newspapers for the year 2013.
The overall number of results totaled 1,551 articles using the search terms
foster care, foster parent, foster to adopt, kinship care, grand families,
foster teen, foster youth, relative care, foster family, foster children, and
public adoption. The following three graphs break down the number by
month, by phrase and then compares that number to past years beginning
in 2005.
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Adoption Month

Foster Care Month

The above graph shows the number of articles published in U.S.
newspapers by month. As shown, May and November have the highest
number of articles. May is National Foster Care Month and November is
National Adoption Month, which explains the increase in coverage and
high numbers. See recommendation for how to increase coverage in other
months.
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Individual phrases pertaining to
foster care were broken down
within the search to assess how
many articles included the
phrase. The graph shows the
number of articles (within the
overall 1,551 articles) that
include the individual phrases in
2013. The graph shows that
foster care is used the most
frequently in the news (1,257
times) and grand families are
used the least (2x). Relative
care is not used at all. Even
kinship care is used infrequently.

This graph displays the number
of articles in U.S. newspapers
using the same search terms; it
compares years 2005 and 2013.
The numbers seesaw with a
spike in coverage in 2007 and a
significant dip in 2011. The
numbers appear to be on the
rise again as of 2013.
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The News Narrative:
CCMC analyzed the top ten U.S.
newspapers by circulation on
their coverage of foster/
adoptive/kinship/grand
families, parents, children and
young people.
Top Ten Newspapers by
Circulation:
1. The New York Times
2. USA Today
3. Huffington Post
4. Los Angeles Times
5. New York Post
6. Washington Post
7. Denver Post
8. Chicago Tribune
9. Boston Globe
10.Atlanta Journal-Constitution

News coverage was generally balanced
between positive and negative
portrayals of foster parents and the
foster care system, except when it
involved child fatalities or major
lawsuits.
A total of 115 stories were reviewed
and grouped into four categories based
on the overall tone of the article:
positive, negative, mixed and neutral
coverage. “Mixed” coverage indicated
both a positive and negative tone
within the piece, while “neutral” was
deemed to be completely impartial.
Of these, 30 stories (26 percent) were
positive, highlighting loving,
encouraging foster/adoptive parents,
their kids, or relatives caring for their
kids. These tended to be feature stories
with a personal-interest narrative.
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Thirty-five stories (30 percent) were negative, including mentions of child
deaths due to a flawed system or bad foster parenting. Another 30 stories
(26 percent) were mixed, showing both positive and negative elements,
while 20 stories (17 percent) were neutral.
In the portrayal of “foster parenting” in the news, we found 14 strong
features with very positive, compelling and heartwarming stories about
couples who have fostered children. A significant number of positive fosterparenting stories appeared about gay and lesbian couples and transgendered
foster children.
Narratives of the positive stories were along the lines of:
“Ms. Scarborough-Harris and her partner, Paris Harris, had been foster
parents to some 20 girls and young women at their South Bronx home
in Mott Haven. Many had some form of disability, and a few identified
as L.G.B.T. Ms. Scarborough-Harris said they felt compelled to shelter
and nurture youths whose lives had already endured enough hardship
and uncertainty. ‘We believe the service we give is the rent we pay to
stay on the planet,’ Ms. Scarborough-Harris said. ‘It’s been 10 years
and 20 kids, and it just doesn’t look like it’s going to end.’”
--”In the Bronx, 20 Kids and Counting,” The New York Times
(2/4/2014)
Other positive coverage involved videos and films posted on Vimeo and
other digital platforms. These included commentaries such as one about the
film, The Welsteads: A Don’t Give Up Story:
“A few years ago, Ben and Renee Welstead adopted two beautiful little
girls, Cora and Ruby, through the foster care system. Theirs is a
beautiful story – of a man and his wife, and the wonderful and
emotional journey they've traversed with their two young daughters. It
reminds us that it is, indeed, love that makes a family.”
-- This Video is the Only Thing You Need to Watch to
Understand that It’s Love that Makes a Family, Huffington
Post (1/2/2014)
Another narrative involved stories that focused entirely on the success of
former foster children who overcame barriers and now lead successful lives,
whether by attending college, mentoring youth or becoming foster parents
themselves.
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“Marquis Cabrera, a former foster kid who beat the odds to graduate
from college, is now trying to help other foster children achieve life
success through his nonprofit social enterprise, Foster Skills.”
--The Boston Globe (5/19/2013).
Although our analysis found a number of encouraging, positive, personal
interest stories, an equal number featured foster parents in a very negative
light. Among those reviewed, 13 mentioned a child’s death while in the
custody of a foster parent or as a result of a flawed system. The words used
in these stories placed heavy emphasis on “abuse,” “neglect” and
“misconduct.” Negative stories generally featured a report of a tragedy or
lawsuit about the case.
Child welfare systems fared worst in the negative stories. Some of the
“mixed” articles portrayed foster parents in a positive light but highlighted
flaws in the “system.”

Of the 115 stories in the top ten newspapers:
•

14 stories had positive portrayals of foster parents;

•

21 stories had negative portrayals of foster parents;

•

13 stories were about a child dying;

•

9 stories included children or teen success stories;

•

5 stories included children or teens talking negatively
about the foster care system;

•

15 stories were positive about the foster care system;
and

•

46 stories were negative about the foster care system.

	
  
Wire Services
The wire/news services in the United States have an enormous national
reach among media organizations, both mainstream and in the newer social
media. Hundreds of newspapers, national and local broadcast and cable
outlets, radio networks and on-line services such as Yahoo or Google News
can pick up one AP wire service story that will then be read by hundreds of
thousands if not millions of people.
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In today’s world of journalism, where many newsrooms are experiencing
severe workforce cuts, the wires are used more and more as a source of
stories, especially in smaller and mid-sized media markets.
CCMC found and reviewed 28 articles on foster and adoptive families
published during 2013 by the Associated Press, Reuters, Bloomberg and
McClatchy News Services.
Of these articles, 11 were national stories, usually with a Washington DC or
New York City dateline, while 17 originated in smaller media markets. Of the
national stories about foster care or public adoption, most focused on
lawsuits and court cases, including the Supreme Court docket.
The articles contained a number of similarities:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Most stories were event-driven, involving either a court case or a case
of child abuse or death.
A majority of the articles focused on an individual foster care situation
and did not cover systematic problems or solutions.
Nearly all the articles were neutral and favored neither a positive nor
negative view of foster care.
People quoted were usually court officials (judges and lawyers) and
government officials. In only a few articles were other expert or
advocacy groups quoted.
About 3/4 of the articles simply detailed the facts of a case.
Roughly 1/4 of the articles contained some references to the foster
care system, but nothing very detailed.

Several repeat narratives characterized wire service coverage of
foster/adoptive/kinship care. One narrative in states was around budget
negotiations and how states are “patching together funds from a variety of
sources to care for thousands of children who have been abused or
neglected” (Reuters, 1/30/2013).
Another typical story was that many children in foster care "bounced around
while in care.” (Associated Press, 6/22/2013).
The goal of foster care in some stories was positively described as "an
emphasis on the best interests of the child” (Associated Press, 4/16/2013).
When the foster care system itself was described, it was usually
characterized as “underfunded and understaffed, with thousands of children
on waiting lists for foster or adoptive families.”
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Foster parents were more often described as "abusive" in the wire stories.
This is because most of the articles centered on court cases or criminal
behavior. Thus, the frame “loving foster family” was generally absent in the
national news and wire stories.
Coverage of Lawsuits and Court Cases:
Seven of the 28 wire service articles covered the U.S. Supreme Court and
South Carolina State Supreme Court decisions on the application of the 1987
Indian Child Welfare Act. The case focused on a South Carolina couple's
attempt to first become foster parents and then to adopt the biological child
of a male member of the Cherokee Nation.
One wire story cited the "anguish this case has caused” (Associated Press,
6/25/2013). The case was described as reviewing "the law that gives tribes
and relatives a say in decisions affecting a child. State courts have been at
odds on the law's application.” (Associated Press, 4/16/2013).
Stories on this case were balanced news pieces of the court decisions at both
the federal and state levels. Both sides invoked the term “best interests of
the child.” Attorneys and advocacy groups were both quoted regularly.
One headline on the final decision was, “Happy Ruling for Adoptive Couple,
Uncertainty for Baby Girl.” That could leave readers wondering about what’s
best for the child. Lead news stories, however, stated: “The case…stirred
powerful emotional responses from child welfare groups, adoptive parents
and Indian tribes, all of whom have sought a clearer legal standard of how
the Indian Child Welfare Act should be applied.” (NY Times, 6/25/2013)
In a related series of cases in South Dakota, an AP story (3/21/2013)
outlined one involving the Oglala Sioux and Rosebud Sioux Tribes as part of
"an ongoing dispute about Native American children in foster care in South
Dakota." The tribes contended that the state had removed too many
American Indian children from their homes and placed them in foster care
with non-Indian families because of alleged abuse or neglect by the parents.
LGBT families and Marriage Equality in the News:
Five of the surveyed wire stories centered on the rights of gay and lesbian
couples to become foster parents or to adopt children in the wake of the U.S.
Supreme Court decision striking down the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA).
In his comments during oral arguments on that case, Justice Scalia
spotlighted the controversy by noting, "If you redefine marriage to include
same-sex couples, you must permit adoption (or foster care) by same-sex
couples.” (AP, 4/20/2013)
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Other local stories about the implications of the DOMA decision for foster
care appeared in Michigan (Bloomberg, 2/25/2014), Nebraska (Bloomberg,
8/27/2013) and Kansas (Reuters, 2/14/2014). Typical of the laws under
challenge at the state level is Nebraska's, which "prohibits the state's
department of health and human services from issuing foster-home licenses
or placing children with people who identify themselves as homosexuals”
(Reuters, 8/27/2013).
Other Stories:
The other half of the wire/news service stories surveyed focused on a variety
of issues:
•
•

•
•

Foster-parent abuse stories, two from New Jersey;
So-called "private re-homing" articles, about Americans who adopted a
child from another country and then via the internet simply gave the
child away to strangers;
Struggles that Christian evangelicals have with private foster care and
adoption systems riddled with abuse and fraud; and
Studies showing that children in orphanages, group placements or
foster care have a high rate of fetal alcohol syndrome.

TOP TAKEAWAY: Improving news coverage in newspapers will require
watching for likely major stories about court decisions, child deaths or other
“flavors of the month” and responding quickly to them. Being heard will
require initiating proactive and on-going cultivation of about 15 key national
wire journalists and reporters, editors and editorial boards of influential local
newspapers; and holding regular briefings for beat reporters, especially
those covering courts, politics, crime and investigations.
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Broadcast News:

National news networks were scanned to
determine the depictions of foster care,
parents and fostering to adopt. This scan
included ABC, CBS, CNN, FOX, and NBC.
In total, 65 relevant stories were found:
30 Positive (47 percent)
19 Negative (29 percent)

Among the five networks,
NBC had the most news
stories covering aspects of
foster care (23 in total),
while CNN and FOX had the
fewest (six and seven
respectively). NBC, CBS
and ABC had more positive
stories, while FOX tended to
have more negative stories.

Among the 18 negative
stories, six were directed at
the foster care system,
6 Neutral (9 percent) 	
  
seven were stories of child
abuse or neglect, and four
were about child deaths.
One negative story was
about a Manhattan couple charged with fraudulently taking thousands of
dollars in child care subsidies from the system, even though their children
were in foster care and were not living with them.
10 Mixed (15 percent)

Among the 11 stories about child abuse or child deaths, nine were about
foster children who were abused or died while in foster care. The two others
involved children placed in foster care after being abused by their biological
parents or their adopted parents.
Among the 30 positive stories, six focused on parents who raised foster
children, nine described foster children as they grew up in foster care or
were adopted, 11 focused on non-profits working with foster children and
families, two were on pending legislation, and two were on events held for
foster children waiting to be adopted.
National Public Radio:
National Public Radio (NPR)
programs ranging from news to
feature stories were included in this
study. The national programs
scanned were Morning Edition, The
Diane Rehm Show, Radio Lab, Story
Corps, Snap Judgment, On Point, Tell Me More, Here & Now and Weekend
Edition Saturday. NPR featured stories involving foster care or adoption 20
times in 2013.
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Four of those were negative in tone, nine were neutral and seven were
positive. Fifteen stories covered foster care or individuals within foster care,
and typically used the words “foster care,” “foster parent(s),” “foster child,”
and “foster home.” Seven stories covered adoption and one discussed
adoption out of the foster care system.
These stories have an identifiable theme. Those that discussed the foster
care and adoption systems more generally were more likely to have a
negative or neutral slant, while the positive ones tended to focus on
individual success stories.
Six of the negative or neutral stories discussed the deficiencies of the
system, such as an earlier piece in 2012 that detailed the lack of support
many foster families encounter when trying to integrate the foster child into
their lives. “Too many families are left to fend on their own, and are not
prepared to help a child cope with the ongoing effects of neglect, abuse and
abandonment,” the narrator said.
One story talked about a link between foster care and child sex trafficking,
with a survivor saying that foster care for her was “a training ground to
being trafficked.” The other nine stories about foster care were less about
the system itself than about individuals associated with the system. One
story describing transgender young people, for instance, mentioned that one
had aged out of foster care and another had adoptive parents who didn’t
accept her.
Like the wire/news services, NPR ran a series of stories on the Supreme
Court case of Adoptive Couple v. Baby Girl, on the application of the Indian
Child Welfare Act. These pieces discussed this country’s history of taking
Native American children from their families and giving them to white
parents. Three of the 23 stories were about this case.
All seven positive pieces, on the other hand, focused on individual personal
stories, many on the Story Corps series such as one about a teacher who
discovers that a child is homeless and gets him into foster care. Three
stories described men who adopt teenage boys and the ways the two of
them become each other’s family. These stories focused on the personal, not
the institutional situation.
TOP TAKEAWAY: Network television had the highest percent of positive
human-interest stories. NPR StoryCorp is a great opportunity to tell
Advocates stories in their own words, without prejudice.
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Feature Films:
Many films about adoption or foster care feature protagonists with a
constant sense of rejection and rootlessness, the nagging “whys” and “whatifs” that children and young people feel as they seek identity in our child
foster care system.
Several films concern children searching for their birth parents, or parents
looking for babies they relinquished, or children looking for siblings who
were put up for adoption.
At least 32 adoption/foster care films and documentaries have appeared
since 2005, ranging from the animated Despicable Me, which grossed $543
million (Despicable Me 2 grossed $970 million) through The Blind Side,
which was based on a true story of a cross-cultural adoption that ended with
a NFL first-round draft pick and that grossed over $300 million; to Juno,
which grossed over $232 million. Another animated film titled Meet the
Robinsons grossed $170 million.
Most of these films are based on adoption stories in which a main character
is adopted. However, two recent films on foster care deserve a closer look:
Short Term 12 and From Place to Place.
Short Term 12 is told through the eyes of Grace, a 20-something supervisor
at a foster-care group facility for at-risk teenagers. She is passionate and
tough, a formidable caretaker of the kids in her charge – and in love with
her long-term boyfriend and co-worker, Mason.
Grace and Mason struggle to help
Marcus, an intense, quiet kid who is
about to turn 18, as he copes with
the challenge of “aging out” and
having to leave the facility. Grace’s
own difficult past, added to the
surprising future that suddenly
presents itself, throw her into
confusion, made sharper by a new
arrival, Jayden, a gifted but
troubled teenage girl with whom
she has a charged connection.
The movie was inspired by the real experience of the writer-director, Destin
Daniel Cretton, who worked in the foster care system. It is a positive
portrayal of children in the system and the types of facilities that can help
them. Short Term 12 does not address the need for children to find
permanent families, or comment on foster parents.
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Last year, the New York Times did a story, Runaways Find Homes on the
Screen: Moves and TV Shows Examine Issues in Foster Care (8/23/2013)
that featured an interview with Brian Coughlin of the Los Angeles Youth
Network. When commenting on the documentary Short Term 12 the piece
reports, "he wondered whether truly realistic stories of foster youth could
make for great movies of television...’There just isn't much resolution’,
Coughlin added.”
The Times piece goes on to speculate, "Perhaps that's why Hollywood is so
drawn to foster-care rescue fantasies like Martian Child and Blind Side; tales
of children as pawns in custody battles like Losing Isaiah; and horror movies
that depict adoptees as secretly evil, like The Omen and Orphan.”
From Place to Place is a documentary that follows the lives of six young
adults who recently aged out of Montana’s foster care system. After being
removed from their families and placed in temporary foster care, each went
on the too-common journey from place to place during their years in the
system. Rather than being connected into a lifelong family, they bounced
around between foster families, group homes and residential treatment
centers. On their 18th birthdays, all were forced to leave the only thing they
could depend on, the foster care system itself.
Despite the best efforts of extremely hard-working and well-intentioned
professionals, the system let these kids down. It was too late for them, but
these young adults decided to make this documentary because they wanted
to make the system better for the next generation of kids in foster care.
A recent Oscar-nominated film, Philomena, is worth noting because of the
emotions it evoked among regular filmgoers. It is the story of a woman's
search for her son who was taken away from her decades earlier when she
became pregnant and was forced to live in a convent and give up the child.
Though the story was based in the mid-20th century, Philomena is a
commentary on the stigma that still surrounds young unwed mothers who
are often coerced to give their children up for adoption.
This creates a painful process that causes suffering not just for the mothers
but also for the children later in life. Philomena sheds light on the need for a
policy to help families stay intact when possible, and to assist mothers who
want to keep their children.
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Television Entertainment:
CCMC found that while very negative portrayals of foster parents persist in
crime and investigative shows such as Law & Order, Law & Order SVU and
Criminal Minds, the overall representation of foster parents is shifting to
slightly more positive portrayals. Law & Order is no longer making new
episodes, and of the 333 episodes in circulation of Law & Order SVU that
were reviewed, eight involved foster care
and all showed highly negative and
sensationalized foster parents or kids.
As Amanda Green, writer and CoProducer of Law and Order: Special
Victims Unit noted, "...when we are
writing crime drama, somebody has to be
a killer and somebody has to be the
victim."
Unfortunately, it is too easy to make foster or adoptive parents the killer
and children the victims with teens somewhere in between.”
Nine seasons of Criminal Minds averages 23 episodes per season, and of
those, four shows involved a story about foster care. These were also very
negative, focusing on abuse and neglect of foster children by their foster
parents.
In contrast, the police dramas Major Crimes and season four of The Wire
have touched more positively on foster parenting and the foster system. The
main character of Major Crimes becomes an unofficial foster mother to a gay,
homeless teenager and former sex worker who is
a key witness in a case. This becomes the basis
for a growing story line about foster parenting
that runs through the entire show.
Season four of The Wire addresses the Baltimore
City public school system and its students,
including several main characters who are being
raised by foster parents. Although they live in or
near poverty, they are portrayed as lovable
misfits with unsung heroes as foster parents.
The most recent show, The Fosters, is a
teen/family drama series on ABC Family that
premiered in June 2013.
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The series follows the lives of the Foster family, an interracial lesbian couple
raising children together. The couple takes in a troubled foster child and her
younger brother in the pilot episode, vowing to give them a good, safe home.
The characters do comment on the ineffectiveness and dangers of the actual
foster care system, and emphasize the importance of finding “forever
families” for foster children.
In a few other shows, the main premise does not involve the foster system,
but main characters’ back stories include a history of adoption or time in
foster care. These include characters in Bones and The Office, and a teenage
boy who was sent to a stable foster home on Secret Life of the American
Teenager.
TOP TAKEAWAY: Hollywood writers and producers, for both films and
television network shows, will be the hardest to cultivate but will have the
biggest impact. Adoption tends to be more on their radar screen than foster
care. Careful strategies are needed with partners who have the strongest
personal and family ties.
Social Media:
A broad social media scan was conducted to assess the level of conversation
and chatter on digital social platforms around foster care, fostering to
adoption, foster parents and foster youth/teens.
The following platforms were reviewed:

CCMC found that these subjects have a large presence in social media,
mostly from advocacy groups, service providers or parent organizations. As
a result, the content is generally very positive, promotional and championing.
Most foster care groups have a Twitter or Facebook presence that they use
to bolster an agenda or raise awareness. Young people are the target
audience in most cases. Although groups advocating for the well-being of
children and foster families all have websites and an apparent Internet
presence, there are still facets of the web that if they remain unmonitored
can do more harm than good.
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In December 2013, the Donald Adoption Institute (DAI) released a report,
Untangling the Web II: a Research-Based Roadmap for Reform. The authors
analyzed the impact and influence of the Internet, including social media, on
attitudes toward adoption and the adoption process.
Findings were that the Internet provides “a valuable outlet for adopted
people and birth/first parents to express their ongoing struggles and pain
with others who understand their feelings.” This was especially true for
people using Facebook and Twitter, which facilitate open two-way
communication from a wide network of users. However, the risk of fraud and
misconduct, especially by alleged professionals without proper training,
could endanger children. Examples of this are detailed in the recent series by
Reuters involving the “re-homing” of adopted children to new families that
are found on the web or social
media (Reuters, 9/9/13).
The DAI report suggests that to
improve the situation, leaders
in the field of adoption and
foster care should “collaborate
on the creation of an
awareness/education campaign
about the impact of the
Internet and social media to
disseminate best standards and
training materials”
Another social media platform that has gained significant popularity in the
last three years is Pinterest, a photo-sharing website that allows users to
create and manage theme-based image collections about events, interests,
and hobbies. The platform has a “pinboard” called “Foster Care/Adoption
Quotes and Such.”
This pinboard is defined by users as “A gathering place for quotes about
foster care, adoption, grief, loss, joy, parenting and different ways to be
family.” It currently has 598 pins and the board has 1,265 followers. Content
ranges from inspirational quotes about love and foster families to accounts
of the “tragedy” and sadness often associated with orphans and foster
children.
The content is generally overwhelmingly motivational and positive, including
posts of hope, compassion and happiness and how rewarding it is to be a
foster parent.
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YouTube, the number one video-sharing platform on the Internet, also has a
large presence on foster/adoptive/kinship/grand parenting. A search of
“foster care” on YouTube turned up more than 170,000 available videos,
including PSAs, clips from television shows, trailers for movies, personal
stories and home-made shorts. YouTube also provides “channels” for
subscribers to view and browse if they want to search within a specific topic.

The following is a breakdown of
six available channels related to
foster care and the number of
videos found in each channel:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Foster care:
33,095 	
  
Foster parents: 17,892
Foster youth:
17,876
Foster teens:
4,459
Foster to adopt: 5,215
Kinship care:
205

Content varies for each channel.
Many on the foster care channels
come from advocacy groups and
organizations promoting the
issues, their services and
informing the public about the
benefits of fostering, adopting,
mentoring and helping children
and youth in foster care.
The important role parents play
in the lives of foster/adopted
children is highlighted by their
experiences.

The “foster parent” channel includes “survival guides” for foster parents,
ways to find and care for foster children, and success stories about individual
families’ experiences. This was true for the “foster to adopt” and “kinship
care” channels as well. The “foster teens” channel mainly held videos
created by organizations whose mission is to help foster teens find families,
or help them once they age out of the system.
TOP TAKEAWAY: Social media platforms are primed for two-way
communications with potentially large audiences who can learn about the
issues and help reframe the debate. Some of these social networks will need
to be “scrubbed” with corrected information.

“It’s great that ‘The Fosters’, ‘Short Term 12’ and a
handful of foster care books exist, but in the
aggregate there needs to be a lot more storytelling
efforts for the Hollywood community on the subject
of foster care. The more our society is saturated with
foster care stories the more informed the general
population will be and the less stigma foster children
will have to endure.”
--Georgette Todd, The Chronicle of Social Change, February 2014
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DEVELOPING AND COMMUNICATING MESSAGES
DEVELOPING AND COMMUNICATING MESSAGES

DEVELOPING AND
COMMUNICATING MESSAGES
DEVELOPING AND
COMMUNICATING MESSAGES

In 2008, the consulting firm Luntz, Maslansky Strategic
Research authored a chapter in the report Big Ideas
for Children for the children’s advocacy group First
Focus.
They developed guidelines for communicating about
children’s issues and made the following
recommendations:
•

Make it personal.

•

Every child matters – no exceptions.

•

Positive impact grabs attention…but negative
consequences drive action.

•

Results, not efforts, matter most.

•

This is America – we’re better than…

These insights are as important today as they were five years ago. As the
Advocates focus on developing messages for this collaborative, the following
approaches are key:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define your goals.
Define the audience.
Appeal to values: why do I care?
Describe the threat to values.
Offer solutions.
Address the urgency of the problem and the consequences of action
and inaction.
Give people something to do.
Use an anecdote or story, including images.
Anticipate attacks.
Be repetitive.
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Be mindful of the research done by the Frameworks Institute on the ways
people process information and frames. We know that:
•

People use mental shortcuts to make sense of the world.

•

People look for cues to help them “file” new material; they ask: “Is this a
concept or a story I know?” If the answer is yes, they will often stop
processing.

•

People get most of their information about public affairs from the news
media, which, over time, create a framework of expectations, or a
dominant frame.

This last point is especially true of foster care, as less than half of Americans
know, understand or have been touched by the child welfare system. A
frame that touches a positive value of the audience can create the cue of
familiarity that lets the new information be “filed” in a positive way.
We also know that issues are most relevant to target audiences when
messages are based on core values. This means that when reframing foster
care, advocates must speak in a language the target audiences understand
at a gut level.
They must refer to the strongest possible values: fairness, family,
community and helping people help themselves, couched in terms of safety,
education and training. Understanding the central importance of values in
this debate is key to moving public opinion.
Values-based messaging
Pollsters and academics have been doing research
and writing about the connections among values,
framing and communications for several decades.
For example, in 1993, pollster Daniel Yankelovich
examined the ways that changes in the economy
reshape American values. He studied a set of core
American values that include freedom, equality
before the law, fairness, achievement, democracy,
religion, luck and caring beyond self.
“A focus on core values is not enough,” Yankelovich noted in the book,
Values and Public Policy. “It must be supplemented by a working
understanding of how changing cultural values interact with core values.”
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Recent cultural changes relevant to foster care include the communications
revolution and its flood of available information; environmental awareness;
growing social acceptance for gays and lesbians; and understanding of
scientific and brain research on the importance to human development of
early education and social stability.
Safety, protection, family, prevention, nurturing, loving, community,
education and learning are therefore all strong values from which to develop
messages about foster care.
The Power of Stories:
Storytelling is both an art and a science. Stories reflect – and evoke – core
values and widely held beliefs.
For features on foster care, storytelling has become the norm. Reporters
say: “I need to put a face on the facts for my audience.”
This approach makes reporting much more interesting and compelling for
readers, but it also presents a serious challenge for advocates.
If the focus is just on an individual, the audience can conclude that the story
describes one person’s problem, without noting the broader public issue or
its possible solutions. Or the story may make any policy solution seem too
overwhelming, so that readers’ eyes glaze over.
Pieces on foster families should have a narrative that tells a personal success
story; paints a portrait of the parent, child, teen or family group; and at the
same time shows the bigger landscape of the issue and its solution. The item
should end in a way that encourages readers to become foster parents, to
join in helping foster kids or to think about adoption.
Frames, messages and strategic communications:
Frames tell people what a communication is ABOUT. Frames trigger shared
and durable cultural models or meta-messages.
Frames should signal what counts and what can be ignored. Frames “fill in”
or infer missing information about a topic people may not know or
understand.
Most importantly, good messages are framed so as to influence people’s
attitudes and behavior. For policymakers, the right message in the right
frame can effect legislative decisions and outcomes.
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Keep in mind that messages should be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

True;
Believable;
Emotional;
Supported by the facts, but not just facts;
Framed to gain support and win;
Aligned with cultural values and priority issues;
Supported by visuals for videos, photos and web
sites; and
Repeated over and over.

Message Development Next Steps:
CCMC strongly recommends that the Advocates convene a special message
development session, with leaders planning this collaborative. We have
found in previous campaigns that one set of skills is required to develop
messages and another set of skills is required to facilitate a process so that
people use the messages.
One way to begin the message development process is to ask advocates to
imagine they are looking at a local newspaper’s front-page story. “What do
you want the headline to be?” What should the story include? What photos
or graphics? Who should be quoted? What are the adjectives you want
before the phrase “foster parent”? Loving, compassionate, caring?
What words should describe a foster or adoptive home or family? Safe,
secure, stable, permanent? How do you want to describe your efforts? How
do you want to describe your organization? These
exercises help determine the language of the messages.
Several groups have already held numerous focus
groups (Public Children’ Services Association in Ohio),
public opinion polling (Dave Thomas Foundation), and
message memos and guidelines (First Focus). Their
findings should be reviewed as a part of the messaging
process to determine their relevance and utility for this
initiative.
CCMC supports the “message box” process as outlined
in our Jossey-Bass book, Strategic Communications
for Nonprofits (page 55) and would be happy to work with the
Advocates on this next step.
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STRATEGIES FOR CHANGE
STRATEGIES FOR CHANGE
In 1970, Nicholas Johnson, then a member of the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC), authored a book, How To Talk Back to Your Television
Set, which became a roadmap for activists to improve broadcast coverage of
specific issues. At the same time, the United Church of Christ spearheaded a
series of lawsuits that gave citizen groups standing to be involved during the
license renewal process required of every broadcast television and radio
station.
This emerging “media reform” movement included groups working to
improve broadcast quality and quantity in
several areas: children’s programming, through
Action for Children’s Television (ACT); and the
image and employment of women and
minorities through the media reform committee
of the National Organization for Women (NOW)
and Black Citizens for Fair Media, and the
formation of two public interest law firms,
Citizens Communications Center and the Media
Access Project. Throughout the 1970s, ‘80s
and ‘90s, other groups joined these efforts,
seeking to improve media coverage of people
with disabilities, older Americans, religious
denominations, people with HIV/AIDS and
most recently the LGBT community, to name
just a few.
Many of these groups used a “complain and compliment” strategy with
broadcasters, cable companies, major newspaper chains (often owned by
the same corporations), the entertainment industry, advertising agencies
and the Ad Council. On the one hand, they threatened to file license
challenges, organize consumer boycotts and letter-writing campaigns; while
on the other hand, they gave awards to companies that produced positive
programs, documentaries and news stories.
Collectively, these efforts have had impressive outcomes, leading to
improved images, more and better news coverage, a diverse workforce and
more family-friendly employment policies.
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Many of these media reform groups have now closed or merged with other
organizations, but the strategies they employed over the past four decades
are still viable and could easily be adapted by the foster/adoptive/kinship
movement to improve the image and news coverage of foster families,
including children and young people in the child welfare system.
Over the past three months, CCMC has been analyzing media coverage of
foster/adoptive/kinship/grand parents and children/young people in their
care for the Advocates for Families First.
Our findings are detailed in this report, but the bottom line is that significant
stereotypes of foster families persist, especially in entertainment television.
These media images are hurting our country’s most vulnerable children and
youth by denying them safe, stable, secure, loving families, who
understandably do not want to be associated with negative stereotypes.
We conclude that it is long overdue for foster/adoptive/kinship/grand
families to RAISE THEIR VOICES and tell the media that enough is enough.
We are proud, loving, caring families who have opened our homes and
hearts to the nation’s most vulnerable children and teens in need. It is time
that the media recognize our contribution to these kids and our communities
and STOP stereotyping us as abusive, incompetent or worse.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
CCMC is privileged to have worked with the Advocates for Families First
planning group on an analysis of foster, adoptive, kinship and grand families
in the media. As the partners know, we track major stories through our
Children–Family-Community news service in partnership with LexisNexis.
This daily tracking gives a good overview of trends in coverage. However,
our work for this report has let us take a deeper look at the bigger media
picture that includes news coverage, entertainment and digital social media
platforms.
As the study shows, strategies to improve the field’s public image need to
blend both compliments and complaints about media portrayals and news
coverage in order to change attitudes and build support.
Based on our long history of working on strategic communications
campaigns for policy change for a wide range of children’s and family issues,
including child welfare and foster care, we make the following
recommendations:

Compliment and Cultivate Media
Start with the two dozen national wire service reporters from AP, Reuters,
Bloomberg and McClatchy who have written about foster care and adoption.
Meet with them, stay in regular contact and cultivate the relationships.
Write and place stories and solutions in your own words through op-eds,
blogs, radio and television talk shows. Make sure you frame the issues with
agreed-upon messages.
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Develop a Media Editorial Calendar for features editors that regularly sends
them ideas for features about foster/adopt/kin/grand families. Start with
raising the profile of May as Foster Care Month and bring the voice of foster
families into other love and family-oriented holidays, such as Valentine’s Day
in February; May and June as school graduation time and Mother’s and
Father’s Day; mid-August to mid-September as back-to-school days; and
holiday season from late November to New Year’s Day.
Cultivate reporters with regular online and in-person meetings. Print and
radio journalists especially respond to audio news briefings, webinars, etc.
when they can work on a story from their desks. Fact sheets and materials
can be posted, but significant time needs to be allocated to making pitch
calls for the briefings.
Schedule a regular round of editorial board meetings. Set a target for annual
meetings at each local media outlet to build personal relationships with
reporters and editors. In the media markets that matter most, you need to
be on their contact list and they need to be on yours. There is no substitute
to personal relationships with media representatives.
Team up with journalism groups such as the National Press Club Journalism
Institute, the Poynter Institute, the (Casey) Journalism Center on Children
and Families and other journalism schools on efforts to train and build the
skills and knowledge of reporters and editors around foster, adoptive,
kinship and grand care families and kids. Together, you could develop a
“reporter’s guide” or style book.
Amplify the voices of teens: Encourage members to visit NPR’s “Story Corps”
booths around the country to share their stories, identifying and capturing
the positive aspects and outcomes of foster care. Use the effort as a way to
drive a series of stories. Consider underwriting an outlet’s foster care
coverage, but understand and respect the lines between journalists and
advocates.
Establish a Grand Families FANCY Media Awards Program (or another name
that says it better than Foster Adopt, Next of kin for Children and Youth) for
a variety of media – journalism (print, TV/cable, radio, bloggers),
entertainment (films, shorts, TV/cable) and social media.
Reach out to local news directors and program producers after training
sessions for advocates on how to engage such media gatekeepers. They
need to ensure that all their media platforms are aware of ways that their
reporting is promoting positive images and perpetuating harmful stereotypes.
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Collaborate and Coordinate with Other Projects to Improve the
Images of Foster Families
Bring aboard a team of experts and other validators, including outside
experts or advocacy spokespersons quoted in past articles. Create a list of a
dozen or so and release their names to the media along with focused
biographies and contact information.
Host a strategy session with other groups working on improving images,
especially Children’s Action Network and other effective advocacy groups.
Coordinate on targets, assess personal relationships, develop an action plan
and assess your progress.
Write and Be Counted: Correct Mistakes and Complain about Misimpressions
Be proactive, aggressive and determined. A coordinated communications
campaign needs to be designed and implemented for the long haul. Too
often groups “train for the sprint but find themselves running in a marathon.”
This aspect should include daily monitoring of media coverage and building
quick-response capacity. Start by creating a framework for Foster Family
Truth Squads to monitor media and respond quickly. Grassroots activists,
bloggers and other opinion leaders can join the efforts, so that this can be
an important “ask” to win the assistance and cooperation of foster and
adoptive parents. Then build their capacity to monitor social media,
entertainment shows and news stories and identify immediate, direct and
effective mechanisms – such as crowd-sourcing – to quickly correct errors
and demand accuracy.
Publish a “Write and Be Counted” tip booklet. Encourage advocates to work
with local and national media, cultivating personal relationships with
reporters and giving them materials for stories as well as responding to
inaccurate or negative coverage. Use a range of ways to respond to media:
letters to the editor, online response and comment pages, op eds, personal
calls, etc.
Organize with Ombudsmen (sic) to investigate and correct inaccurate or
misleading stories. Most major media have an office for official complaints.
In two foster care/adoption stories this past year, a series on NPR and the
Los Angeles Times, the ombudsmen did deep investigations and made public
their assessment of the stories. The Columbia Journalism Review does a
similar review in their “darts and laurels” section as another option. Editors
and journalists around the country read the CJR and it has an impact on
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those cited by the magazine. Reporters need to know that Advocates are
watching and tracking their work.
Scour and scrub the Internet. A systematic review of major Internet sites,
Wikipedia and other top social network platforms should be done on a
regular basis. Comments should be made on a regular basis to correct
negative stereotyping. Positive images should be submitted to outnumber
any demeaning photos. Thumbs up/down do make a difference and can
make for a great organizing activity for members and other advocates.
Message Matters: Cover the Basics for Messaging and Framing the
Issues
Collect and review what has been done in the past. A number of
organizations have done focus groups, public opinion polling, message
memos and talking points. Assuming modifications are needed, develop new
final messages that frame the issues in a proactive, positive fashion for use
in speeches, reports and media materials and when responding to negative
coverage or backlash.
Agree on the values that best represent the Advocates for Family First.
These are likely to cohere around the values of family, love, respect and
safety.
Start with an information kit with basic fact sheets that offer background and
current information and figures on aspects of the issue, definitions of terms,
success stories, spokespeoples’ names and bios and contact information.
Much of this data already exists on the Internet and needs repackaging. This
kit becomes your calling card to media.
Highlight promising programs. In addition to creating an awards program,
expand the list of success stories to include model programs and case
studies, with contact information for media.

The media portrayal of child welfare often focuses
on just two kinds of stories: one-note tales of
horrific abuse and soft-focus adoption homilies. By
concentrating on a small minority of child welfare
stories, the media is complicit in the public’s
misunderstanding of the broader issues at play.
--Freelance writer Toman Rios,
February 18, 2014
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